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Unit 6


Part oNe


A	 Find	a	word	or	expression	for	each	definition	and	write	the	letter.


○ 1. a large cup


○ 2. put on clothes to see if they fit you or not


○ 3. a large building that has many stores, restaurants, etc


○ 4. a piece of sweet food made of chocolate


○ 5. a kind of Italian coffee


○ 6. very much


○ 7. a long plastic or paper tube for drinking from a glass or bottle


○ 8. a kind of thin book with paper cover that is published every week or month


○ 9. a picture, painting or photograph of a person


○ 10. mobile phone


B Which one is true? Which one is false?


□ 1. A cell phone is only used to send a message.□  2. We can have food in a mug.□  3. Cappuccino is a kind of tea.□  4. A candy bar is a box of candy.□  5. A straw is used for eating spaghetti.


a.	mall	(n.)		 b.	way	(adv.)		 c.	try	on	(v.)	 d.	cappuccino	(n.) e.	candy	bar	(n.)
f.	portrait	(n.)	 g.	magazine	(n.)	 h.	cell	phone	(n.)	 i.	mug	(n.)	 j.	straw	(n.)
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Unit 6


C	 Unscramble	and	write	the	sentences.


1. try on / she / fitting room / went / to / to / dress / the / the / .
 ________________________________________________________________


2. portrait / wall / was / Ernest Hemingway / there / of / the / on / a / .
 ________________________________________________________________


3. way / more / else / Paul / than / ate / anyone / .
 ________________________________________________________________


4. magazine / Jane’s / for / works / brother / a / .
 ________________________________________________________________


5. mall / are / build / downtown / going / they / new / a / to / .
 ________________________________________________________________


Part two


A	 Change	the	sentences	into	the	present	perfect	tense	using	“yet.”


Example: She is going to clean the room.
 She hasn’t cleaned the room yet.


1. He didn’t bring the first aid kit.
 ________________________________________________________________


2. I am going to make biscuits.
 ________________________________________________________________


3. She is going to drink tea after lunch.
 ________________________________________________________________


4. We will paint the wall tomorrow.
 ________________________________________________________________


5. They didn’t clean the stable.
 ________________________________________________________________
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B	 Change	the	sentences	into	the	present	perfect	tense	using	“already.”


Example: I washed the dishes.
 I have already washed the dishes.


1. I listened to this song.
 ________________________________________________________________


2. Someone used this spoon.
 ________________________________________________________________


3. We did our homework.
 ________________________________________________________________


4. He had a snack.
 ________________________________________________________________


5. She took a shower.
 ________________________________________________________________


C	 Use	“already”	or	“yet”	with	the	sentences.


Example: I haven’t done my homework.
 I haven’t done my homework yet.


1. He has played the new version of this video game.
 ________________________________________________________________


2. I have read the magazine.  
 ________________________________________________________________


3. She hasn’t tried on the sweater.       
 ________________________________________________________________


4. We have not eaten lunch.         
 ________________________________________________________________


5. Tom hasn’t finished the portrait.
 ________________________________________________________________
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D	 Make	sentences	using	the	words	given.


1. Jeff – take a shower
 ________________________________________________________________


2. I – already – call my friend 
 ________________________________________________________________


3. She – already – brush her teeth       
 ________________________________________________________________


4. You – clean your room – yet         
 ________________________________________________________________


5. He – study the new lesson – yet
 ________________________________________________________________


E	 Make	a	sentence	with	each	pair	of	words.


1. occur – year
 ________________________________________________________________


2. put – over 
 ________________________________________________________________


3. crawl – under       
 ________________________________________________________________


4. damage – badly         
 ________________________________________________________________


5. fit – well
 ________________________________________________________________
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Unit 6


Part three


A	 Fill	in	the	blanks.


1.  ____________ means open again after closing.


2.  ____________ means large or great. 


3. If you ____________ someone, you make that person lose 


hope and feel less confident.


4. One ____________ is 30.48 centimeters.


5.  ____________ means make or become full.


6.  ____________ is what you do to fix something that is damaged.


7.  ____________ means at the bottom.


8. If you ____________ a liquid, you make it flow out of a 


container.  


9.  ____________ is a synonym for “fortunately.”


10.  ___________ is an agreement in which you pay money to a 


company. Then, if there is an accident, they will give you an 


amount of money.


B Which word is different?


1. a) candy bar   b) fried rice   c) French fries   d) baked potato
2. a) mall   b) shopping center c) airport   d) department store 
3. a) alive   b) extensive   c) large   d) giant
4. a) repair  b) mend  c) fix  d) reopen 
5. a) fill  b) feel  c) put   d) pour


pour	(v.)
insurance	(n.)
extensive	(adj.)


fill	(v.)
reopen	(v.)
lower	(adj.)	
luckily	(adv.)
discourage	(v.)


foot	(n.)
repair	(n.)
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Unit 6


By Melissa Potter


Thursday morning was calm at the 
Brown Farm. Mr. Brown, the owner, 
was cleaning the stable when a big 
typhoon hit. Mr. Brown ran out of the 
stable quickly. He saw a flood in the 
chicken house.


“I ran to the chicken house, and I 
brought all the chickens inside,” said 
Mr. Brown.


Mr. Brown then remembered his 


dog Ellen. Ellen lives behind the house 
with her puppies. Mr. Brown ran to 
Ellen. There was a lot of water behind 
the house. Ellen was swimming and 
pushing her puppies in a food bowl.


“The puppies were not scared,” said 
Mr. Brown. “I think they liked the ride. 
I was so proud of Ellen.”


Mr. Brown 
brought Ellen and 
the puppies into his 
house. Mr. Brown 
and the animals 
stayed in the house 
for the day.


C Reading


I.	Read.


II.	Look	and	number	the	pictures	in	order.


III.	Read	and	write	True	or	False.


1. Mr. Brown was cleaning the stable when the typhoon hit. ______ 
2. Ellen lives in the pig barn with her puppies. ______
3. The puppies were scared. ______
4. Mr. Brown is proud of Ellen. ______
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Unit 7


Part oNe


A	 Find	a	word	or	expression	for	each	definition	and	write	the	letter.


○ 1. a class in school in which you do physical exercises and play sports


○ 2. the study of natural world


○ 3. an area of knowledge you study at school or university


○ 4. unable to think clearly


○ 5. a written statement about the work of a student


○ 6. the conditions of your body


○ 7. the number of points


○ 8. worried; unhappy


○ 9. be sure


○ 10. the study of the countries of the world


B Which one is true? Which one is false?


□ 1. Chemistry and physics are not branches of science.□  2. I bet Sheila won’t come to the party. I am not sure.□  3. Smoking can damage health.□  4. We can have gym classes outside and inside.□  5. Mr. Woods is upset about something. He is cheerful.


a.	subject	(n.)	 b.	report	card	(n.)	 c.	score	(n.)	 d.	upset	(adj.)		 e.	bet	(v.)
f.	science	(n.)	 g.	health	(n.)	 h.	geography	(n.)	 i.	gym	(n.)	 j.	confused	(adj.)
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Unit 7


C	 Unscramble	and	write	the	sentences.


1. subjects / taking / this / John / term / is / eight / .
 ________________________________________________________________


2. score / test / 80 / on / highest / the / the / was / .
 ________________________________________________________________


3. geography / studying / they / Asia / are / the / of /  .
 ________________________________________________________________


4. report card / Bob / his / show / parents / the / didn’t / to / .
 ________________________________________________________________


5. confused / couldn’t / phone number / Rose / remember / was / and / my / .
 ________________________________________________________________


Part two


A	 Change	into	Yes/No	questions.


Example: She thinks playing tennis is fun.
 Does she think playing tennis is fun?


1. I think he is tired of watching TV.
 ________________________________________________________________


2. Miss Lee thinks her students are clever.
 ________________________________________________________________


3. I think science is confusing.         
 ________________________________________________________________


4. He thinks geography is boring.
 ________________________________________________________________


5. We think she is embarrassed.  
 ________________________________________________________________
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B	 Change	into	negative.


Example: I think he is confused.
 I don’t think he is confused.


1. I think Ken is always disappointed.
 ________________________________________________________________


2. They think I was surprised.
 ________________________________________________________________


3. She thinks health is interesting.
 ________________________________________________________________


4. They think he is discouraged.
 ________________________________________________________________


5. Ted thinks gym is tiring.
 ________________________________________________________________


C	 Answer	the	following	questions.


1. Do you think an earthquake is more damaging than a thunderstorm?
 ________________________________________________________________


2. Do you think Iran is the most beautiful country in the world?
 ________________________________________________________________


3. Do you think football is an interesting sport?
 ________________________________________________________________


4. Do your friends think you are an annoying person?
 ________________________________________________________________


5. Does your teacher think you are a very good student?
 ________________________________________________________________
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D	 Answer	the	following	questions	using	“I	think.”


1. Which subject is more interesting, music or gym?
 ________________________________________________________________


2. What is the most beautiful city in Iran?
 ________________________________________________________________


3. Which daily activity is the most tiring?
 ________________________________________________________________


4. What is more embarrassing than getting a bad grade?
 ________________________________________________________________


5. What kind of movie is the most boring?
 ________________________________________________________________


E	 Make	a	sentence	with	each	pair	of	words.


1. cause – city
 ________________________________________________________________


2. hurt – accident 
 ________________________________________________________________


3. pour – water       
 ________________________________________________________________


4. think – good         
 ________________________________________________________________


5. bet – downtown
 ________________________________________________________________
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Unit 7


Part three


A	 Fill	in	the	blanks.


1.  ____________ means not having or causing worry.


2.  ____________ means be anxious or make someone anxious.


3.  ____________ means be successful.


4.  ____________ means spend time with a person to know him 


or her well.


5.  ____________ means spending a lot of time studying.


6.  ____________ means worried.


7.  A ____________ is a piece of useful advice.


8.  ____________ is a synonym for “care.”


9.  ____________ means of another country.


10. Your ____________ is the way you think, feel, or behave.


B Which word is different?


1. a) upset    b) nervous   c) comfortable   d) worried
2. a) tip   b) gym   c) help   d) advice
3. a) score   b) grade   c) report   d) mark
4. a) studious   b) foreign   c) hardworking   d) active
5. a) geography   b) biology   c) chemistry   d) grocery


tip	(n.)
foreign	(adj.)
attitude	(n.)
succeed	(v.)
afraid	(adj.)
attention	(n.)	
worry	(v.)


get to know	(exp.)
studious	(adj.)
comfortable	(adj.)
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From: Ken@foreignexchange.org
To: Changfamily@home.org
Date: January 13
Subject: Hi, Mom and Dad!


Dear Mom and Dad,
I’m having a great time in San Francisco. I’ve had a lot of practice 
listening and speaking English. Sometimes I still make mistakes but I’m 
learning from them. My friend David and I only speak English. It’s fun! I 
even watch TV programs and listen to radio shows in English.


I already saw the Golden Gate Bridge and Golden Gate Park. I want to 
go to the beach next week. David thinks going to the beach is boring. 
I think it’s great! Tomorrow David and I are going to an art museum. I 
know I will need to pay attention when I talk to people, but I don’t worry 
if I don’t understand every word. See you next month!
Love,
Ken


C Reading


I.	Read.


II.	Read	the	question.	Write	the	answer.


1. Where is Ken?
 ________________________________________________________________


2. What has Ken been practicing?
 ________________________________________________________________


3. Does Ken watch TV programs in English?
 ________________________________________________________________


4. What does David think about going to the beach?
 ________________________________________________________________


III.	Read	and	write	True	or	False.	


1. Ken is having a great time in San Francisco. ______  
2. David and Ken never speak in English. ______ 
3. Ken still worries when he doesn’t understand every English word. ______ 
4. Ken thinks the beach is great. ______






